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The existence of consistent individual differences in behaviour (‘animal
personality’) has been well documented in recent years. However, how
such individual variation in behaviour is maintained over evolutionary time
is an ongoing conundrum. A well-studied axis of animal personality is individual variation along a bold–shy continuum, where individuals differ
consistently in their propensity to take risks. A predation-risk cost to boldness
is often assumed, but also that the reproductive benefits associated with boldness lead to equivalent fitness outcomes between bold and shy individuals
over a lifetime. However, an alternative or complementary explanation may
be that bold individuals phenotypically compensate for their risky lifestyle
to reduce predation costs, for instance by investing in more pronounced morphological defences. Here, we investigate the ‘phenotypic compensation’
hypothesis, i.e. that bold individuals exhibit more pronounced anti-predator
defences than shy individuals, by relating shell shape in the aquatic snail
Radix balthica to an index of individual boldness. Our analyses find a strong
relationship between risk-taking propensity and shell shape in this species,
with bolder individuals exhibiting a more defended shell shape than shy individuals. We suggest that this supports the ‘phenotypic compensation’
hypothesis and sheds light on a previously poorly studied mechanism to
promote the maintenance of personality variation among animals.

1. Introduction
Individual animals within populations can differ consistently in behavioural
traits, across contexts and time. These consistent behaviours are often called
animal personalities, temperaments or behavioural types, and have been
documented in a wide range of behavioural traits associated with activity [1],
anti-predator [2], exploration [3] and risk-taking [4]. Of these, individual variation along the bold/shy continuum [5] has received most attention. This
continuum ranges from bold individuals that consistently engage in risky behaviours, to shy individuals that are consistently more unwilling to take risks [6].
The different lifestyles of bold and shy individuals are likely to have fitness
consequences: for example, bold individuals have been found to have higher
foraging rates [7] and more mating opportunities [8], but may also experience
a higher mortality rate from predation [9]. However, the pros and cons of
these different lifestyles seem to be species- and context-dependent, as other
studies have shown lower mortality in bold individuals [10,11]. As yet, few
studies evaluate how bold individuals trade off safety from predators for foraging and reproductive benefits. One explanation, which is largely untested, is
that bold individuals may be able to compensate for an increased susceptibility
to predation by expressing alternative phenotypic traits that reduce risk, the
‘phenotypic compensation’ hypothesis. There are several examples of potential
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(a) Study organisms
Egg capsules of the freshwater snail R. balthica were collected
from four fish-free ponds close to Lund, Sweden, brought to
the laboratory, held separated in 2 l aquarium and fed Spirulina
and lettuce ad libitum (see electronic supplementary material
for more details). Three months after hatching the juvenile,
snails were individually tagged with numbered bee tags [16]
and were then left for at least 48 h before the first behavioural
assay. We chose snails from fish-free ponds because they have
a wider distribution of snail boldness with both bold and shy
individuals present [10].

(b) Personality assessment
To quantify the personality type of individual snails, we used the
time to emergence from a refuge. Each snail was allowed to
retract into its shell, its own refuge, in response to a fright stimulus [17,18]. The assay was repeated after one week (see electronic
supplementary material for more detail). Although boldness is a
continuous trait, snails were categorized as either bold or shy to
enable effective assessment of the impact of boldness upon shell
shape in a factorial design, an approach adopted in previous
studies [14]. Our bold snails had an emergence time less than
or equal to 10 s in both trials as bold, whereas shy snails had
an emergence time greater than or equal to 15 s in both trials.
In total, 168 snails were assessed, out of which 160 (95.2% of
snails assessed) matched our categories and were hence included
in the morphological analysis, 76 bold (mean emergence time:
5.23 + 1.77 s) and 84 shy (mean emergence time: 57.66 + 30.14 s).

(c) Shell shape assessments
After the behavioural assessments, snails were placed with their
aperture facing downwards on a flatbed scanner (Epson 2450

(d) Statistical analysis
To test for individual consistency in the personality trait emergence
time/boldness, we used Spearman’s rank correlation and a repeatability analysis (see electronic supplementary material). We
assessed differences in shell shape between personality types with
nested ANOVA, where factor ‘egg capsule’ was nested within the
factor ‘pond origin’ to allow the use of individual snails as replicates. All statistical analyses were performed in R 3.1.0 [20], using
the ggplot package to produce the density plots [21].

3. Results
Snail boldness (time to emergence) showed high individual
consistency (Spearman’s n ¼ 168, r ¼ 0.844, p , 0.001) and
repeatability (r ¼ 0.64) between trials (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). The two first PCs made up 80% of
the shell shape variation with PC1 explaining 66% and PC2
14%. In the first PC, positive values were associated with
round shells with a wider body whorl and a larger aperture,
whereas negative values indicated a narrower aperture and a
longer and well-defined apex (figure 1). In the second PC,
positive values were associated with a widening of the aperture and narrowing of the second to last whorl, whereas the
opposite was true for negative values. There was a significant
difference between bold and shy snails in shell shape as
defined by PC1 (ANOVA, F1,18 ¼ 10.7, p ¼ 0.004), with bold
snails having positive PC1 scores and thereby a rounder
shell shape (figure 2a). There was also a significant difference
between bold and shy snails in shell shape as defined by PC2
(ANOVA, F1,18 ¼ 4.5, p ¼ 0.048) with bold snails having a
wider aperture than shy snails (figure 2b). Also, factor ‘egg
capsule’ nested within factor ‘pond origin’ was significant for
both PC1 and PC2 (ANOVA, PC1; F18,140 ¼ 23.4, p , 0.001,
PC2; F18,140 ¼ 4.1, p , 0.001).

4. Discussion
Although studies on animal personalities are increasing in
frequency, it is still difficult to make general predictions of
fitness-related costs and benefits of different personality
types, and the data are currently equivocal. While some
studies report that bold and active individuals suffer an
increased susceptibility to predation [9], high predation
pressure can actually sometimes favour boldness [11]. With
regards to our study organism R. balthica, we recently
showed that bold individuals have a higher survival than
shy snails when experimentally exposed to fish predation
and, further, that snails from ponds with fish predators
were all bold, whereas snails from fish-free ponds had a
wider distribution of snail boldness with both bold and shy
individuals present [10]. At first, it seems a paradox that
bold snails with a more risky lifestyle are dominant in
high-risk habitats like fish ponds. The data we present here
may provide an explanation for this and similar patterns. In
the light of the phenotypic compensation hypothesis, we confirm that snail individuals show consistent boldness traits
(emergence time), and that bold snails have significantly
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2. Material and methods

Photo) together with a ruler (10  10 mm) for shape measurements. Images were then analysed in SHAPE [19], which
generates principal components (PCs) explaining the shape
variation in the outline of the shells.
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trait compensation in the literature, involving behavioural
and morphological defences [12], but only a handful of
studies have related personality types to the differential
expression of defence traits. For example, bold individuals
of the lizard Anolis sagrei need less force to autotomize their
tail when attacked by predators [13]. Furthermore, bold crucian carp induce a more pronounced morphological defence
when exposed to predators which reduces their vulnerability
to gape-limited piscivores and may thus compensate for their
risky lifestyle [14]. If the phenotypic compensation hypothesis has broad explanatory power, then we should predict
bold individuals to exhibit more pronounced defences than
shy individuals, to ameliorate their increased susceptibility
to predation. Yet, to the best of our knowledge few, if any,
studies have addressed how standing variation in boldness
may be linked to defensive morphology.
In this study, we investigate whether bold individuals of
the freshwater snail Radix balthica exhibit phenotypic compensation by investing in morphological defence traits that reduce
predation mortality. In this and many other snail species, shell
shape is highly variable at an intraspecific level and, a number
of studies have related shell shape to predation vulnerability
[15]. To test our hypothesis that increased boldness correlates
with a more defended shell phenotype, we collected snails
from four different ponds, and quantified boldness and shell
shape for individuals. We predicted that owing to the risky lifestyle of bold individuals they should have rounder and, hence,
more protective shells than shy snails.
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Figure 2. (a,b) Density plots of the shell shape in bold and shy Radix balthica. Shell shape characteristics are expressed as principal component scores (a) (PC1) and
(b) (PC2) with the visual shapes under the x-axis.

more rounded shells and a wider aperture, hence more
defended shells than shy individuals. Morphological
defences are an extremely common feature in the animal
kingdom and they can both lower encounter rates [22] as
well as increase prey survival upon an encounter [23]. In
the freshwater snail R. balthica, rounder shells with wider
apertures have been shown to increase crushing resistance,
thereby reducing vulnerability to shell-crushing predators
like fish [24]. These protective shells, however, come with a
cost [25]. If bolder individuals are at greater risk of predation
owing to their risky behaviour, natural selection for a more
defended shell phenotype may be stronger than for riskaverse individuals, resulting in the covariation between
shell shape and personality we report here. Alternatively,
having more effective defensive structures may allow animals
to be bolder: hermit crabs (Pagurus bernhardus) are bolder
when better camouflaged [26]. The correlation between
shell shape and boldness could be explained by phenotypic
compensation, although an important next step to confirm
this would be to estimate fitness consequences for bold and
shy snails with different shell shapes when exposed to predators. Phenotypic compensation in bold individuals is not well
studied as yet, but a few examples from the literature support
this hypothesis in varying situations and with different compensatory traits [13,14]. Furthermore, it has been shown that

fish predators have a strong selection pressure on both boldness [10] and shell shape in our study species [27].
Interestingly, our snails were collected from fish-free ponds
and reared in a common-garden situation in the absence of
predators, suggesting that the covariation between boldness
and shell shape is genetically determined, and not an effect
of phenotypically plastic responses to predation. It is hence
possible that selection and the ghost of predation past
reveal themselves as bold snails having more protective
shells even in fish-free systems.
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Figure 1. (Left) A shell describing the morphological characters, examples of an elongated and less protected shell and a rounder and thicker shell with a wider
aperture (right). (Online version in colour.)
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